Online detection of metals in environmental samples: comparing two concepts of bioluminescent bacterial biosensors.
In this study, we compared two bacterial biosensors designed for the environmental monitoring of metals: Lumisens III and Lumisens IV. These two biosensors are based on the same bacterial sensors (inducible or constitutive bacterial strains) but with a different conservation mode. The results showed that the biosensor Lumisens III using immobilized cells in agarose hydrogel, allowed to detect artificial mercury contaminations on the limited period of 7 days in laboratory conditions with a reproducibility of 40%. With environmental samples, bioluminescence of the immobilized bacteria inside the biosensor was strongly limited by the environmental microflora because of the lack of oxygen, limiting the use of the biosensor to 2 days. The biosensor of the last generation, Lumisens IV, using freeze-dried bacteria in a disposable card allowed a stable detection during 10 days with 3% of reproducibility of the bioluminescence signal both in laboratory conditions and environmental samples. One analysis was performed in only 90 min against 360 min for Lumisens III. Nevertheless, the lack of specificity of the promoter, which regulates the bioluminescent reporter genes, limits the metal detection. We addressed the problem by using Lumisens IV and a data analysis software namely Metalsoft, developed in previous works. Thanks to this analytical software, Lumisens IV was a reliable online biosensor for the multidetection of Cd, As, Hg, and Cu.